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The two-dimensional (2D) class of materials exhibit a wealth of remarkable properties (high surface area, 
high Young modulus, chemical stability, quantum confinement fluorescence) assigned to their atomic 
thickness and lateral dimensions. However, these materials standing alone do not possess the diversity of 
properties that are required to allow integration in a range of potential technological applications. Owing to 
the flexible and robust nature of these 2D nanosheets it is possible to design new 2D based functional 
materials with superior/new, tuneable properties from their parent 2D. This can be achieved via bottom–up 
(atom by atom growth) or top-down approaches (exfoliation of the corresponding 3D material reduced to 
give an atom thick monolayer 2D sheet)1 and/or in combination with structural functionalisation.  
            
Our approach for making 2D based nanocomposites uses a clean, rapid technology as well as optimized 
traditional synthetic routes.1-6 It potentially enables new advanced 2D inorganic nanocomposite functional 
materials designed and engineered in a more unique manner by using superheated water with unusual 
properties. It utilises a green, rapid and Continuous Hydrothermal Flow Synthesis (CHFS) route for 
synthesis of 2D-inorganic nanocomposites with superior properties to those currently available. CHFS is 
an environmentally benign, single step process that involves mixing (in a special reactor) a flow of 
superheated water with a flow of water-soluble precursor(s) to give controlled, continuous and rapid (within 
                                                          
 
Fig. 1: Electron microscopy images of (a) 
MXene (inset Mxene rods), (b) h-BN and 
inset corresponding 3D printed 
compound, (c) Ag-graphene, (d) 3D 
printed graphene nanocomposites. 
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seconds) synthesis of nanomaterials (Fig.1). This system offers a variety of instant controls (temperature, 
pressure, residence time, reactant concentration) that allows a high degree of tailoring/functionalisation of 
the 2D materials (oxidation, composition, surface area, etc.) in their design to be fit for purpose. Less than 
1% of hydrothermal methods reported in the literature employ CHFS as a route to material synthesis. The 
process is advantageous; it does not utilise a complex and lengthy process (is a continuous process), nor is 
potentially explosive (uses supercritical water) and limits the use of harmful, toxic chemicals (uses metal 
salts or biomass derivatives). This single step synthetic approach not only enables control over oxidation 
state of materials (e.g. graphene), but also offers an optimal route for homogeneously producing and 
depositing highly crystalline nanostructures into 2D-materials. 
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